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50-Person Multichannel Translation System with Interpreter Monitor | TSB-50
This 50-person Professional Wireless Simultaneous Translation System provides superior sound quality and excellent
coverage range, combining multiple-channel transmitter and receivers, as well as improved reliability and versatility. It can be expanded by adding an unlimited number of additional receivers.
The T-500 base transmitter included in this package is specially designed for language interpretation; it has a unique integrated interpreter monitoring function. This feature allows interpreters to select an external incoming audio source and utilize a headset with microphone to listen to the source language without the need of an interpreter console or external headphone amplifier. Through the headphones’volume control, interpreters can set
the desired incoming audio level. The mute button allows them to momentarily silence their microphone for
coughing or sneezing. This system is ideal for houses of worship, conference rooms, courtrooms, and auditoriums.

Features
 Up to 1,000 ft coverage area
Multichannel transmitter and
receivers
 72-76 MHz frequency band
 Superior sound quality
T-500 Transmitter:
 Supports an unlimited number of
receivers
 Easy set-up and operation
 Unique integrated interpreter
console
 Multiple inputs and connector
types for speech, music or any
other audio signals
 100% digitally tuned
 Portable and lightweight
 Superb sound quality
 Robust engineering for maximum reliability and durability
 Tabletop use or rack mountable
with optional rack mount kit

T-500 Multichannel Base Transmitter

R-120 Receivers:
 Channel lock feature
 LCD display
 Included carrying options:
-Belt clip
-Neck strap
-Velcro arm-band
 Direct access to channel selectors
 Dual Headphones included

MIC-300 Pro. Interpreter Microphone

System Includes:
(50) R-120 Multichannel FM Receivers
(51) EAR-120 Dual Headphones for
audience and interpreter
(1) T-500 Multichannel Base Transmitter
(1) ANT-500 Helical Antenna
(1) PS-500 Power Supply
(1) MIC-300 Pro. Headband Microphone

Warranty:

Limited lifetime warranty on receivers and
transmitter. See manufacturer website for
more details.
1-year warranty on headphones &
microphone.
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R-120 Multichannel FM Receiver

EAR-120 Dual Headphones

Optional
CAS-25 Carrying Case
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